DISABILITY ACCESS

INCLUDE US ALL!

Photo: So Not
SMALL RAMP OR LOW ENTRY TO ROADS AND BRIDGES KEEPS ME IN MY CHAIR AND DOES NOT SCRATCH MY STUMP!
CARS PARKED ON FOOTPATH PREVENT ACCESS
MOTOR BIKES SHOULD RESPECT WHEELCHAIR RIDERS
HOLES IN THE ROAD ARE DIFFICULT!
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Allow wheelchair rider to enter the bus.
Stow the wheelchair away for him/her.

PUBLIC PARKING
Make sure there is a space for wheelchairs between the motorbikes.
On public roads reserve a parking place for people with disability.

SIEM REAP AIRPORT
Very good service for wheelchair users.
ANGKOR AREA GOOD TOILETS
Is the toilet door wide enough for a wheelchair?
Is there space to turn around and close the door.

Some hints:
- Clear sign and directions
- Light switch good height
- No block to entrance

Rails helps too!
Design a low cost home suitable for people with disability. Contact jrscambodia@gmail.com with your ideas.

HOUSE NEEDS RAMP, AND WIDE ENOUGH DOOR, PEOPLE LIKE TO USE THEIR WHEELCHAIRS INSIDE.
I WANT TO MEET THE TEACHER ABOUT MY CHILD. HOW?
SMALL HEALTH CENTRE BUT EASY
INTERFAITH HARMONY WEEK
FIRST WEEK OF FEBRUARY EVERY YEAR

People of different faiths are invited to work together for Justice and Peace and Development that sustains all especially the Poorest and Excluded.

WHAT CAN YOU DO THIS WEEK?
• Visit Mindol Metta Karuna Siem Reap.
• Visit a Wat (Pagoda), a Mosque, a Church.
• Plant a tree to care for environment.
• Buy a bag of books on Peace, Environment, Disability for village children.
• Make way for wheelchair rider.
• Think about statelessness.
INTERFAITH HARMONY WEEK

WHAT KIND OF WORLD DO WE WANT?

• A WORLD OF DIALOGUE BETWEEN DIFFERENT FAITHS, DIFFERENT POLITICAL PARTIES, CIVIL SOCIETIES
• A WORLD THAT CARES FOR THE ENVIRONMENT
• A WORLD WHERE WEALTH IS SHARED
• GOOD QUALITY EDUCATION FOR ALL
• AFFORDABLE HEALTH CARE
• NO PEOPLE STATELESS OR WITHOUT HOME
• FREEDOM OF SPEECH, FREEDOM OF RELIGION
• WHERE LANDMINES AND CLUSTER MUNITIONS ARE BANNED
• WHERE PEOPLE WITH DISABILITY ARE INCLUDED
• WHERE ALL ARE HAPPY NOT HUNGRY
HOW CAN I GET MY LETTER?
GOOD BANKS ATTRACT PEOPLE WHO NEED RAMPS ACCESS
CULTURAL VILLAGE GOOD!
ANGKOR NATIONAL MUSEUM
GOOD RAMPS GOOD SIGNS
I WANT TO PRAY
I WANT TO PRAY
HOW CAN I COME IN FOR LUNCH OR COFFEE?
What can we make things easier for deaf people?
• Do not shout at me.
• Look at me and move your lips when you talk to me.

Please send ideas to cambanlmcm@gmail.com or jrscambodia@gmail.com.
What helps blind people?
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Please send ideas to cambanlmcm@gmail.com or jrscambodia@gmail.com
OUR METTA KARUNA TEAM ON DISABILITY ACCESS

Born in Site 2 refugee camp, **So Not**, is multimedia and communications leader for JRS. His skills include photography, animation, video editing, art and music. He wears an artificial leg.

**Tun Channareth** is an outspoken advocate for peace, disarmament and justice for the victims of war and poverty. An international Ambassador for the campaign to ban landmines he leads the outreach to People with Disability programme of JRS.

**Chan Men** is a member of the Survivors Network Project and has entered data for 4000 survivors in a data base which is the background of the book “I am happy I am Alive” published by the team. He lost his leg to an explosive remnant of war as a small boy.

**Thy Dara** who loves art and song, produced a book on district wide disability services throughout Cambodia and works also in outreach and data base entry and analysis. From birth he has been challenged by missing or unformed limbs. Later he was blinded by a weapon of war.

**Pros PheaReth** (Finance) and **Sak Sopheak** (Data base creator and IT Specialist) both accompany serve and advocate for people with disability, and work to ban landmines and cluster munitions.
BAN LANDMINES AND CLUSTER MUNITIONS EVERYWHERE
CLEAR THE LAND.
HELP THE SURVIVORS.
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